
 1SBD CANOPY AIR-GO 
CHAINSAW TROUSERS, CLASS 1 TYPE A

Description

We merged our popular Forest W-AIR and Canopy W-AIR into the
new Canopy AIR-GO trousers. These chainsaw trousers are
especially designed for tree climbers. The Canopy AIR-GO’s name
refers to its 5 large ventilation areas: on the back of the leg, the
crotch, and on the integrated gaiters. Let the AIR go! The trousers’
new blocking material has a surprising 4 layers, is stretchable on
itself, and is combined not only with a stretch outer fabric but also a
stretch lining. All features combined make this Canopy AIR-GO the
perfect match for everyone who is looking for extremely ventilated,
comfortable, stretchy and lightweight trousers.

Product details

Model
- Trousers
Brand
- SIP Protection
Fabric
- High performance water- and dirt repellent with Teflon™ Pezatec
outer fabric (100% high-tenacity polyamide Cordura® ± 155g/m2)
- Tissu extérieur full stretch TeXXion (87% Cordura® - 13% elasthane
±240g/m2) anti- salissure et déperlant à l'eau haute performance
avec Teflon™
- Full stretch TeXXion HV outer fabric (89% polyester - 11%
elastane; ±250 g/m²) with dirt- and water-repellent Teflon™ finish
Inside
- Coated and waterproof anti-wicking reinforcement on top of the
protective inlay (100% high tenacity polyamide Cordura® with 100%
polyurethane coating)
- Anti-skid elasticated gaiter with metal lace hook to fix on shoe
laces
Outside
- Front fly with zip closure - closing by hook and eye and press studs
- Triple-needle stitching on the back seam to the inside leg
- Elasticated waist with loops for belt - buttons for braces
- Ventilation zipper on the back of the legs
- Knee reinforcement
- Back- and underarm ventilation
- 4 frontal protection layers
Pockets and loops
- 2 inset pockets with zip closure
- 1 inset back pocket with flap and zipper closure
- 1 patch thigh pocket with zip closure
Certification
- EN ISO 11393-2: 2019 / Class 1
- EN ISO 13688

 

 
Colours
fluo orange/black - khaki - red/black

 
Sizes
BE XS-3XL
BE-FI-NL-LV-UK XS-3XL
NL-BE-FI-LV-UK L-2XL

 
Washing instructions

 
Certificates

 EN ISO 11393-4 : 2019 / Class 1 - 20 m/s design A
- Type1

 Certification EN ISO 13688 : 2013
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